
 

Abstract–Display of vocal tract shape can be used in speech 
training aids for the hearing impaired children, as it provides a 
visual feedback of the articulatory efforts. Estimation of vocal 
tract shape, based on LPC and other analysis techniques, works 
satisfactorily for vowels but generally fails during stop closures. 
Indication of correct place of articulation is very important, 
particularly for non-labial consonants. In order to study the 
dynamics of the vocal tract shape estimation during transitions 
at vowel-consonant boundaries, we have used “areagram”, a 
spectrogram-like two-dimensional (2D) display of estimated 
vocal tract cross-sectional area as a function of time and 
position along the tract length. Area estimation is based on 
reflection coefficients obtained from LPC analysis of speech. 
Based on estimated area during the transition segments 
preceding and following the stop closure, bivariate polynomial 
surfaces are obtained and these are used for estimation of the 
vocal tract shape during stop closure by performing 2D 
interpolation. The place of closure for various stop consonants 
could be estimated satisfactorily from the conic surface 
approximation. 

Keywords–Vocal tract shape estimation, Speech training aids 
for hearing impaired children, Place of stop closure. 

I.   INTRODUCTION 

N children with normal hearing, the process of learning to 
speak is primarily aided by auditory feedback. The 

absence of this feedback, as in profoundly deaf or 
prelingually deaf children, severely affects the accuracy of 
articulation and the nature of stress and intonation patterns 
[1]-[3]. The tongue shifts little from a neutral position in the 
mouth during the production of different sounds. The 
blending of consonant-vowel and consonant-consonant is 
prolonged. Also, vowels and consonants for which tongue 
movements are hidden in the mouth are typically indistinct 
in the speech of the deaf. Thus, despite having proper speech 
production mechanism, they are generally not able to 
produce intelligible speech.  

It is possible to teach deaf persons to speak by use of 
appropriate non-auditory feedback, providing supplementary 
information through tactile or visual feedback [2], [4]. 
Visual feedback can be provided by display of acoustic and 
articulatory speech parameters, related to articulatory efforts 
which are easily controllable by the person undergoing 
speech training. Speech intensity, pitch, spectrogram, vocal 
tract shape, lip shape, and consonantal features like voicing, 
frication, and nasality have been used for providing visual 

feedback via speech training aids [5]. The earlier electronic 
speech training systems generally provided visual feedback 
of one of these aspects. More recent systems based on signal 
processing techniques provide, selectively but in an 
integrated way, display of several aspects for speech training 
[6]-[8].  

Speech training systems providing visual feedback of 
vocal tract shape were found to be useful for improvement in 
vowel articulation [9]-[11]. Speech training for consonant 
articulation based on visual feedback of vocal tract shape has 
not been reported, although it may be more important. 
Various techniques like measurement of formant 
frequencies, measurement of acoustic impedance at the lips, 
LPC analysis, and neural network based system have been 
reported for the estimation of vocal tract shape [12]-[16]. 
These work satisfactorily for vowels but fail during most of 
the consonantal segments [14], [16], [17].  

For studying the consistency of shape estimation for 
sustained vowels and the dynamics during transitions at 
vowel-consonant boundaries, we have used "areagram", a 
spectrogram like two-dimensional (2D) display of vocal tract 
cross-sectional area as a function of time and lip-to-glottis 
distance, represented by x- and y-axes respectively. Area 
value is represented by one of the 128 grey levels, minimum 
by black and maximum by white. This display is meant only 
for studying the vocal tract shape estimation, and will not be 
useful for speech training. For actual speech training, 
appropriate displays, cartoons, or games based on 
dynamically varying vocal tract shape will have to be 
devised and used. 

 Estimation of vocal tract shape, based on reflection 
coefficients obtained from LPC analysis of speech [18], 
showed that estimated shapes for synthesized and natural 
sustained vowels and semivowels are satisfactory and related 
to place of articulation [17], [19]. However, during stop 
closure segments of vowel-consonant-vowel (VCV) 
syllables, when the signal energy is very low, the estimation 
gives random area estimates, unrelated to place of closure. 
With amplitude scaling of synthesized and natural vowels 
with 16-bit quantization, it was found that satisfactory shape 
estimation is restricted to a dynamic range of 40 dB. Hence 
the shape estimation during stop closure fails to provide 
information on place of closure.  

The vocal tract transfer function rapidly changes during 
the vowel-consonant (VC) and consonant-vowel (CV) 
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transitions and the dynamic estimation of vocal tract during 
these segments may be used to get the shape during the 
closure. In this paper, we present investigations for shape 
estimation during stop closures by performing 2D 
interpolation of bivariate polynomial surfaces based on 
estimated area during the transition segments preceding and 
following the stop closure. 

II.   SHAPE ESTIMATION FOR VCV SYLLABLES 

A.   LPC Based Vocal Tract Shape Estimation   
Our implementation of vocal tract shape estimation is 

based on reflection coefficients obtained from LPC analysis 
[18], using Wakita's speech analysis model [14], and 
Robinson's algorithm [14] for optimum inverse filtering. 
Speech signal sampling rate, frame size, and LPC order were 
selected to obtain satisfactory vocal tract shape for the 
synthesized and natural vowels. The speech signal was 
acquired at a sampling rate of 11.025 k Sa/s. Each analysis 
frame duration was equal to twice the lowest pitch period, 
and the successive analysis frames were shifted by 5 ms. 
Optimum order of the linear predictor was found to be 12. 
The length of the vocal tract was taken as 17 cm. 

The consistency of shape estimation for sustained vowels, 
and dynamics of shape estimation during VC transitions can 
be studied with the display of estimated area values in the 
form of areagram. The algorithm was tested with natural and 
synthesized speech signals for consistency and validity of 
the estimates [17], [19]. The areagram results are found to be 
satisfactory for vowels and semivowels. During the vowel 
segments of VCV syllables, the area estimates are consistent 
and related to place of articulation. During the stop closure, 
the segment energy is zero or very low and the area 
estimates appear to vary randomly across the analysis frames 
and are not related to place of closure. However, for various 
VCV syllables, area values during VC and CV transition 
segments had distinct patterns. Hence we carried out further 
investigation for predicting tract shape during stop closure 
from the shapes estimated on either side of the closure. 

B.   2D Interpolation 
In the articulatory movement for VCV syllables, the 

dynamic shape of vocal tract during VC and CV transitions 
is based on vowel preceding and following stop closure, and 
the actual place of stop closure. We have investigated use of 
bivariate polynomial surface approximation over the VC and 
CV transition segments for estimating the area during 
closure segment. We have used 2nd order (conic) and 3rd

order (cubic) bivariate polynomials to model the area values 
in the areagram. The conic bivariate polynomial 
approximation is given by 
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where f(x, y) is the estimated area at analysis frame 'x' (along 
time axis) and lip-glottis distance 'y', and c0-c5 are the conic 
polynomial coefficients. The cubic bivariate polynomial 
approximation is given by 
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where d0-d9 are the cubic polynomial coefficients. These 
equations for a set of q points, with q > 6 and q > 10 for 
conic and cubic polynomial approximation respectively, 
result in over-determined system of simultaneous linear 
equations expressed in matrix notation as 

,BAz =    (3) 
where 
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For conic polynomial approximation, A and zT are given by 
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For cubic polynomial approximation, A and zT are given by 
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The values in matrix B consist of areagram values in VC 
and CV transition regions. The transition regions and one 
possible way of area value selection are shown in Fig. 1. 
Value m0 along x-axis corresponds to the starting position of 
the transition segment along x direction and value n1 along y-
axis corresponds to position along the tract length for which 
interpolated values for closure duration are to be obtained. 
Here the points used in the conic and cubic approximation 
are

10 mxm ≤≤  and ,32 mxm ≤≤     (9) 
.21 nyn ≤≤   (10) 

In order to evaluate the coefficients in (1) and (2), we 
need to have j = n2 − n1  2 for conic and 3 for cubic 

Fig. 1. Transition regions and area value selection. 
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approximation respectively. As the 12-section area values 
are plotted along y-axis, we get 

.121 1 jn −≤≤ (11)

The polynomial coefficient matrix z can be obtained by 
using least square fit, which minimizes the sum of squares of 
the deviations of the data from the model. This solution [20] 
is obtained from (3) by 

,)( 1 BAAAz TT −=   (12) 

where matrix TT AAA 1)( − is pseudo inverse of A.
Detection of silence interval boundary for the stop closure 

is based on silence interval detection. The end-point 
detection of VCV syllable is based on short-time average 

magnitude of the signal [21]. Initial estimate of silence gap 
boundary is obtained by computing short-time average 
magnitude of the normalized syllable and comparing it with 
a particular magnitude threshold.  

We have investigated shape estimation by obtaining conic 
and cubic polynomial surfaces based on estimated area 
values during both VC and CV transition, and then 
performing 2D interpolation using (1) or (2) for all the x, y
values during stop closure. The 2D interpolation results 
obtained are presented in the next section. 

III.   RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The 2D interpolation results for VCV syllables /apa/ and 
/aka/, based on conic and cubic bivariate polynomial surface 

(a) Time waveform 

(b) Spectrogram (∆f = 300 Hz) 

(c) Original areagram 

(d) Areagram after conic surface interpolation 

(e) Areagram after cubic surface interpolation 

Fig. 2. Interpolation results for /apa/.

(a) Time waveform 

(b) Spectrogram (∆f = 300 Hz) 

(c) Original areagram 

(d) Areagram after conic surface interpolation 

(e) Areagram after cubic surface interpolation 

Fig. 3. Interpolation results for /aka/.
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approximation of area values, are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 
respectively. Parts (a), (b), and (c) show time waveform, its 
wideband spectrogram, and areagram respectively. Parts (d) 
and (e) show areagram results obtained after performing 2D 
interpolation of conic and cubic surfaces. The value of j was 
5 and 7 for /apa/ and /aka/ respectively.  

We observe that original areagrams show satisfactory 
results during the vowel segment /a/, for which we expect 
more mouth opening in the front and less opening in the 
central region due to tongue elevation. The estimated area 
values appear to vary randomly during the stop closure 
duration of VCV syllable due to very low signal energy. 
However, area values during VC and CV transitions have 
distinct patterns. The results obtained from the silence 
interval boundary detection algorithm are indicated by 
downward arrows along the upper side of each of the 
figures. Outer pair of arrows gives VCV syllable boundary 
while inner pair of arrows gives stop closure boundary. We 
observe that both the boundaries are detected satisfactorily. 
With 2D interpolation based on conic and cubic surfaces, we 
are able to recover a satisfactory tract shape during closure 
duration with proper indication of place of constriction for 
labial /p/ and velar /k/. As can be seen from the results for 
/aka/, the interpolation results based on conic surface are 
more realistic than those based on cubic surface.  

The analysis of VCV syllables showed that the 
interpolation technique gave area values, which were 
correlated with the place of closure for all the unvoiced and 
voiced stops in VCV syllables, with vowel /a/ and 
consonants /p/, /b/, /t/, /d/, /k/, and /g/.

IV.   CONCLUSIONS 

Our implementation of vocal tract shape estimation 
algorithm is based on reflection coefficients from LPC 
analysis of speech signal. In order to study the consistency 
of the vocal tract shape estimation with sustained vowels, 
and to study dynamics of shape estimation during the 
transitions at VC boundaries, we have used areagram, a 2D 
display of vocal tract area with time and lips-to-glottis 
distance. 

After analyzing VCV syllables, it was observed that the 
algorithm for shape estimation works satisfactorily for vowel 
segments but fails during stop closures due to very low 
signal energy. However, areagram results during transition 
boundary from VC and CV were distinctly different. Based 
on estimated area before and after stop closure, bivariate 
polynomial conic and cubic surfaces are obtained by least 
square method and are used for shape estimation during stop 
closure by 2D interpolation. The algorithm for semi-
automatic detection of silence interval boundary for the stop 
closure is found to be working satisfactorily. Conic and 
cubic surface based interpolation during stop closure could 
estimate vocal tract shape as well as place of closure in stop 
consonants. The 2D interpolation results based on conic 
surfaces are more realistic than the ones based on cubic 
surfaces. 

After the vocal tract areas are estimated with consistency 
and appropriate dynamic response, these can be used for 

vocal tract shape display as part of a speech training aid for 
children with hearing impairment. 
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